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1. Introduction
Radar polarimetry is concerned with the control of polarimetric properties (electromag-
netic field direction behavior) of radar waves and the extraction of target properties from
the behavior of scattered (reflected) waves from a target. It has become an indispens-
able tool in modern electromagnetic sensor technology, and it is anticipated that within
a few years new radars and scatterometers will have complete polarimetric capability.
See Boerner et al. (1997) and Kingsley and Quegan (1992) for a general introduction to
polarimetry in remote sensing and some of its basic and applied concepts.
There have been many developments in theory and application of radar polarimetry
in the past 50 years. Several formalisms have been introduced and used to describe the
corresponding concepts. The application of spinor and tensor algebra is an attempt (made
by the first author) to set out a logical axiomatic foundation of polarimetry (Bebbington,
1997). For example, only two basic postulates are needed in order to develop a large part
of polarimetric theory in the monostatic case.
(1) The wave state in the far field of an antenna of a harmonic wave of fixed wave
vectors is completely determined by a single spinoral quantity.
(2) (a) The voltage V induced between two collocated antennas, which transmit and
receive via a localized far field scattering process, is a bilinear form SAB in the
spinors ψA and φB associated with the respective antennas.
(b) The bilinear form is symmetric.
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These postulates amount then to the following statement of the fundamental voltage
equation in spinor form:
V (ψ, φ) = SABψAφB = ψASABφB , SAB = SBA
i.e. a pure algebraic relation, which can be further analyzed and manipulated.
The Mathematica package Klein (written by the second author) demonstrates that
spinor and tensor algebra is an effective tool for solving problems in radar polarimetry and
that the structure and phenomenology of radar polarimetry can be explained by means
of spinors and tensors (Cartan, 1966; Penrose and Rindler, 1984). The design of Klein
is in contrast to other systems, like the commercial package MathTensor (Parker and
Christiansen, 1994), or, the freely available packages Ricci (Lee, 2000), TCC (Balfago´n
et al., 2000), and Lucy (Schray, 1985), tailored to the requirements of radar polarimetry.
Although the adaptation of existing packages to our purpose might be possible, we have
not done so for several reasons: Our goal was to construct a system which is independent
of other commercial tools (except Mathematica) so that it can be easily distributed
and used within the radar polarimetry and other communities. Furthermore, we did
not want to rely on a non-commercial system which has been developed for a different
target problem and has an uncertain support structure. Therefore, we have decided to
write a new package which focuses precisely on what we need: a lean system that is
able to integrate and to deal with both spinor and tensor calculus, in a single homo-
geneous framework.
The package Klein consists of roughly 2300 lines of Mathematica code and acts
as a support and verification tool for scientific calculations in radar polarimetry based
on spinor and tensor algebra. We proceed now as follows: Section 2 describes the data
structure used in Klein, and Section 3 the implemented algebraic operations and algo-
rithms. Section 4 presents some examples and excerpts of Mathematica sessions, and
eventually Section 5 explains how the system can be downloaded from the Internet.
2. Constants, Spinors, Tensors and Mixed Objects
Klein uses a uniform data structure which is able to integrate and to deal with con-
stants, spinors, tensors and mixed objects. This data structure KleinDT is represented
as a list of two elements, of which the first entry is an ordered index list and the second
entry is a flat ordered list of values. The index list describes the indices of the algebraic
object in question. An element of the index list, an index, is represented by a list of two
elements, of which the first entry is called the label and the second entry is called the
property. The label can be either a lower case string for a tensor index or an upper case
string for a spinor index, and the property is either “l” or “u” to denote the lower or
upper position of a tensor index, or “L”, “LP”, “U” or “UP” to denote the lower, lower
primed, upper or upper primed position of a spinor index.
Spinor indices range from 0 to 1, and tensor indices range from 0 to 3, i.e. the cardinality
of the list of values is 2#(spinor indices)× 4#(tensor indices). The (i+ 1)th element of the
list of values corresponds uniquely to the index realization obtained by mapping the
binary encoded i onto the ordered index list and by considering each tensor index as two
successive spinor indices. A constant is an object with an empty index list and a list of
values containing only one value. A spinor is an object which has only spinor indices.
A tensor is an object which has only tensor indices, and eventually a mixed object is an
object which has both spinor and tensor indices.
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3. Algebraic Operations and Algorithms
Klein consists of a set of modules for various algorithms and operations on objects.
Wherever possible, the parameters of our modules are typed; some of them are optional
and have default values, which can be queried via the online help. Klein contains algo-
rithms for reading and writing of objects, classification of objects, querying and checking
of object properties, basic and advanced algebraic operations on objects, creating default
objects, a visualization interface, some auxiliary operations and online help for every
available module.
The reading and writing of objects is supported in the standard Mathematica form.
In addition to this, an interactive input set/replace mode and a mode for the pretty
printing of objects is implemented. The classification covers algorithms for computa-
tion of type, rank, valence and order of objects. Querying and checking contains tests for
properties like equality, (skew-) symmetry, (anti-) self-duality and spin-frames. The basic
algebraic operations are scalar multiplication, addition and subtraction, outer and inner
product, contraction and conjugation of objects. The advanced algebraic operations are
for computing the principal null direction, bivector, dual, self- and anti-self-dual, trace,
derivatives, spin-frame complements, the Lorentz transformation and the Mu¨ller ma-
trix/spinor.
Objects can be symmetrized, and index lists can be permuted; labels of objects can
be changed. The creation of default objects includes algorithms for metric spinors and
tensors, alternating tensors, Infeld–van-der-Waerden spin tensors and time and space in-
version tensors. Constants, vectors and matrices can be converted to constant, spinor and
tensor objects, respectively. Some Mathematica operators like “+”, “−”, “∗” and “×”
are overloaded in order to facilitate the access of basic algebraic operations. The output
of Klein objects is supported by Mathematica format definitions and an interface to
a visualization tool called Pluecker (Bebbington and Go¨bel, 2000b).
Klein keeps all objects in a normal form with respect to the object index list, because
the relative position of primed and unprimed spinor indices is not significant (Penrose and
Rindler, 1984). This approach alleviates certain algebraic operations and the comparison
of objects. The rewrite rule which is used is “move primed spinor indices to the right
whenever possible”. This rule is applied after the objects have been read and after any
algebraic operations (like outer product) which affect the index list of objects.
Table 1 summarizes most of the users’ algorithms of Klein. There are many more
algorithms to manipulate the data structure of objects. A detailed description including
examples for all major algorithms can be found in the documentation (Bebbington and
Go¨bel, 2000a) included in the package.
4. Some Examples
Both spinors and tensors, as well as constants and mixed Objects, are used to de-
scribe concepts in radar polarimetry (Bebbington, 1997). Our first example deals with
a transvection which involves spinor, tensor and mixed objects. Transvection operations
are frequently used in radar polarimetry. They enable us, for example, to compute the
tensor form xa = g AA
′
a ξA ξ¯A′ of the Stokes vector from the spinor form ξA of the Jones
vector, which represents a two component complex field, or to derive the tensor form




b SAB S¯A′B′ of the Mu¨ller–Kennaugh matrix from the spinor form SAB
of the scattering matrix (the overbar ¯ means complex conjugation). We verify here that
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Table 1. Operations and algorithms in Klein.
Category Module Name
Online help KleinInfo
Reading/writing objects KleinObject, KleinObjectVals,
KleinWrite, KleinWriteVals
Classification of objects KleinType, KleinRank, KleinValence, KleinOrder
Querying/checking of KleinEqualityQ, KleinSymmetryQ,
object properties KleinDualQ, KleinSpinFrameQ
Basic algebraic operations KleinScalar, KleinAdd, KleinSub, KleinOuter,
KleinInner, KleinContract, KleinConjugate
Creating default objects KleinLeviCivita, KleinMetricTensor,
KleinSpinTensor, KleinAlterTensor
Permutation/symmetrization KleinPermute, KleinSymmetry




Visualization interface KleinCoord2Tensor, KleinTensor2Coord,
Klein Pluecker2Tensor, KleinTensor2Pluecker
Auxiliary operations KleinChangeLabels, KleinScalar2Object,
KleinVector2Object, KleinMatrix2Object






b = gab. (1)




b denote the Infeld–van-der-Waerden spin-tensors,
which allow us to convert freely between spinors and tensors. The sequence of statements
which have to be entered within a Mathematica session after loading Klein is as
follows. We start with the creation and computation of the metric tensor, its conjugate,
and the Infeld–van-der-Waerden spin-tensors:
lv1 = KleinLeviCivita[{{”A”, ”L”}, {”B”, ”L”}}]
lv2 = KleinConjugate[lv1]
g1 = KleinSpinTensor [{{”a”, ”l”}, {”A”, ”U”}, {”A”, ”UP”}}]
g2 = KleinSpinTensor [{{”b”, ”l”}, {”B”, ”U”}, {”B”, ”UP”}}].
Next, we compute/create the left- and right-hand side
lhs = KleinInner [lv1,KleinInner [lv2,KleinInner [g1, g2]]]
rhs = KleinMetricTensor [{{”a”, ”l”}, {”b”, ”l”}}]
of equation (1), and finally verify that both sides are equal:
KleinEqualityQ[lhs, rhs].
Second, we compute (and visualize) an electromagnetic field tensor and its dual, which
are bivectors. Let e = {0, 0,−2} and h = {2Cos[φ],−2Sin[φ], 0} with 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi
be two parametrized and real vectors describing an electromagnetic field in three-space.
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Figure 1. A parametric bivector and its dual.
The following statements generate the parametric field tensor and compute its parametric
dual:
T = KleinBiVector [e, h]
TDual = KleinDual [T, ”dual”].
These two tensors are skew symmetric, and each of them represents for a fixed φ a real
line given in Plu¨cker coordinates, because e · h = 0. The lines can be computed by
TLine = KleinTensor2Pluecker [T ]
TDualLine = KleinTensor2Pluecker [TDual]
leading to {0, 0,−2, 2Cos[φ],−2Sin[φ], 0} and {−2Cos[φ], 2Sin[φ], 0, 0, 0,−2}. Figure 1
shows the ruled surfaces described by TLine (left), TDualLine (middle) and both of them
together (right).
As we already know from the introduction, a symmetric spinor SAB describes a scat-
tering process in the monostatic case. Our third example computes the copolar nulls or
principal null directions of SAB , i.e. a pair of spinors µA and νB such that




These two spinors µA and νB determine the scattering matrix up to a scalar. Furthermore,
we compute the Mu¨ller–Kennaugh matrix (see above) associated with SAB . Let sp :=
SAB =
(
2− 2i 5− i















M = KleinMueller [sp]
returns Mab =

70 24 −52 −36
24 18 −24 0
−52 −24 34 36
−36 0 36 18
. Note that the algebra automatically ensures
that the trace of Mab with respect to the metric tensor, diag(1,−1,−1,−1), vanishes,
i.e. the first diagonal element is equal to the sum of the other three diagonal elements.
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Our fourth example is concerned with the propagation through a uniform anisotropic
reciprocal medium. Reciprocity implies that the effect on the returning wave is the same
as that on the outgoing wave. The apparent scattering matrix SAB of an object incorpo-
rates the effect of the medium, which applies the same transformation to each index; it
changes in this case to
SˆCD = T AC T
B
D SAB , (2)
with T as a uniform matrix expressing one-way propagation of the form




(ρC σA + σC ρA)
)
, (3)
and {ρA, σA} constituting a spin-frame. The propagation angle β is real, if the medium
is lossless; Otherwise, β is complex, i.e. the medium is attenuating and, in general, has
differential absorption (known optically as dichroism). This illustrates the fact that there
are always two orthogonal eigen-polarizations for propagation in an anisotropic uniaxial
medium.
A practical example of this effect occurs in weather radar (McCormick and Hendry,
1975). Here, differential propagation effects modify the apparent scattering matrices of
rain drops being observed, as intermediate rain acts as an interfering anisotropic medium.
The form of equation (2) means that the form and decomposition of backscatter matrices
is preserved, as the propagation matrix acts uniformly on both of the copolar nulls of the
scattering matrix. Equally, the same processes can be shown to operate on the Mu¨ller
matrix with Lorentz transformations applying to the Stokes vectors of the copolar nulls.
Following our documentation, the interested reader should be able to define a scattering
matrix and a spin frame and compute the scattering matrix for a given propagation angle
β according to equations (2) and (3). The Klein modules involved are KleinObject[],
KleinInner[], KleinAdd[], KleinScalar[], KleinExp[] and KleinChangeLabels[].
Many more examples of typical calculations in radar polarimetry based on the first au-
thor’s spinor and tensor formalism can be found in Bebbington (1992, 1995, 1997, 1998).
5. Availability
Klein was written in Mathematica, version 4 (Wolfram, 1999)†; it is available at
http://www-sr.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/~goebel/TMR/klein.html and comes
with a complete documentation (file: kleindoc.ps) and the full source code (file: klein.m).
In addition to this, an example notebook (file: kleindemo.nb) is provided to demonstrate
the mode of operation for every major Klein module. The notebook can be viewed (but
not modified) with the freely available MathReader (http://www.wolfram.com).
Figure 1 was created by using Pluecker, which is a companion package for the visual-
ization of certain Klein objects (Bebbington and Go¨bel, 2000b). Pluecker was written
in Mathematica, version 4; it contains roughly 1300 lines of Mathematica code and
is available from above with the source code (file: pluecker.m), the documentation (file:
plueckerdoc.ps) and an example notebook (file: plueckerdemo.nb).
†Klein was programmed and tested to be compatible with Mathematica, version 3.
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